Office 365 Retention Tags

IMPORTANT NOTE:

The use of Office 365 retention tags is for grooming of personal email that is NOT business critical and does not need to be saved long term. This is a powerful tool that can be set individually by each user and should be carefully considered before applying to messages or folders.

For example, the “1 Week Delete” tag will delete a message after 7 days, where the message will be permanently deleted and cannot be recovered.

In Office 365, you have the option to set retention policies for emails that arrive in your inbox.

The available retention policy durations include:

- 1 Week Delete
- 1 Month Delete
- 6 Month Delete
- 1 Year Delete
- 5 Year Delete
- Never Delete (applies for up to 7 years)

To set a retention policy for a message, right-click on the message in your inbox and select Assign policy.

Then, you can select your retention policy.